reentrain their circadian system. This suggests that the
Introduction ture is known as the Hofbauer-Buchner (H-B) eyelet. All three types of these structures express opsin-based Circadian clocks govern the timing of development, bephotopigments. Those substances are implicated in havior, physiology, and biochemistry, as well as photobehavioral entrainment, because eyeless and vitamin periodic events. The oscillators underlying these rhythms A-depleted flies have a reduced circadian light sensimust be entrained to the 24 hr day of the earth in order tivity (Blaschke et al., 1996 ; Ohata et al., 1998). They are to be reliable clocks. The daily light-dark (LD) cycle is unentrainable at very low light intensities, which is also the most important Zeitgeber for synchronization. In true for mutants impaired in compound eye and ocelli mammals specialized photoreceptor organs are necesfunction (e.g., no receptor potential A, norpA, which sary to transmit the light information to the master clock affects phospholipase C in the phototransduction casin the brain and from there to peripheral clocks ( morning and evening peaks that occurred around "lights To distinguish between these possibilities, we tested on" and "lights off". In wild type, both peaks reentrained the double mutant glass 60j cry b , which lacks all known quickly after the 8 hr phase delay of the LD cycles. In retinal eye structures as well as the H-B eyelet, in addigl 60j , the morning peak appeared less compact, was not tion to being at least severely depleted of CRY protein.
well entrained to the LD cycles, and took an average of The results show that this mutant type looses all ability 6 days to adapt to the new phase, whereas the evening to adjust the circadian system to light. Thus, Drosophila peak adapted rather quickly (Figure 1 ; Table 1 ). For cry b , utilizes at least three photoreceptors for entrainment: in contrast, the evening peak required an average of 7 CRY, the compound eyes, and possibly the heretofore days to adjust to the new LD regime, whereas the mornenigmatic H-B eyelet.
ing peak showed a rather fast resynchronization (at least at 1000 lux, Figure 2 ). projections (Zipursky et al., 1984) . In no case did we To reveal optimally the behavior of all flies of a given find H-B eyelet cells or projections comparable to those genotype, as influenced by the initial and new LD cycles, observed in wild type. Because gl 60j alters the morpholaverage activity calculations based on 24 hr days were ogy of the optic lobes, we also checked whether the performed. We expected the average activity of all flies accessory medulla and projection patterns of the LN v s to be distributed equally throughout most of the 24 hr are affected by performing stainings against the LN vday if individual flies were free running and if the initial specific neuropeptide PDF. All 20 gl 60j animals tested phases of their rhythms were widely variable. This was showed the behaviorally important projections from the indeed the case, with one exception: a small peak after s-LN v to the region of the dorsal protocerebrum (Hellights off was revealed in the profile of the average day frich-Fö rster, 1998; Kaneko and Hall, 2000). The only at 100 lux (Figure 2 ), meaning that some gl 60j cry b flies obvious gl 60j effect was a reduction in the PDF-positive show increased activity directly after lights off. This bearborizations in the accessory medulla and the medulla havior was especially evident at 1000 lux: virtually all itself, possibly a consequence of the missing synaptic flies reacted to lights off with a pronounced activity peak input from the H-B cells and other photoreceptors. (Figure 2 (Table 1) . cry b flies took significantly more days to reentrain, especially the evening peak, which required 6.8 days to reach its original phase. In gl 60j flies, the morning peak took longer to reentrain than the evening peak. Additionally, gl 60j flies showed a larger variance in the phases of the morning peaks between individual flies, and the morning peak was poorly entrained at the beginning of the experiment. Furthermore, gl 60j flies extended their activity into the dark phase of the LD cycle; consequently, morning and evening peaks had a larger phase angle ( m,e ) between each other ( Figure 5 ). of the double-mutant flies were arrhythmic; ‫%01ف‬ period (per), timeless (tim), Clock (Clk), cycle (cyc), and doubletime (dbt) (Young, 1998; Edery, 1999) . In wildshowed a complex rhythmicity, characterized by several small but significant peaks in the periodograms (Table  type Drosophila (Figures 3A and 3B) . In entrainable by light. In fact, we did not find any differ- was weakly rhythmic at the beginning of the experiment but became arrhythmic afterwards. None of these four flies followed the 8 hr phase shift of the LD cycle. But they reacted to the transitions from light to darkness and vice versa with a slight increase/decrease in activity level, respectively, as can be seen in the average activity profile of all flies (arrows in the average day). This was very prominent at 1000 lux (arrows in the actograms and in the average day). In addition to this "forced" increase and decrease of activity, free-running activity components were visible in the first three actograms. These continued into subsequent DD conditions, whereas the "forced" effects on activity disappeared immediately after transfer into DD. The latter was also true for the fourth fly, which showed no free-running activity component during LD and was arrhythmic under the subsequent LD conditions. We interpret the forced activity as a direct effect of light/radiant energy on locomotion that bypasses the circadian clock. (Table 2) . We found rhythms in individual cells of a given fly could be out of phase. a strong correlation between the interhemispheric SIs for all controls and singly mutant flies (correlation coefficient r Ϸ 1; ; cry b double mutants that are strongly corre- 
